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The
Confédération
Nationale
des
Poissonniers - Ecaillers de France
(CNPEF) is a membership-based union
that defends the interest of their members,
fish merchants, and intervene in national
debates in support of actions benefiting
the whole sector. CNPEF examines
economic measures, reforms, defends the
legitimate demands of the actors of the
trade and distribution of fishery products
and aquaculture.
In addition, CNPEF objective is to offer
more added value to their members by
providing various tools that will increase
the success of the fish merchants
businesses. The problems their members
face includes an increase in market
competitiveness, the high cost of target
marketing and customer retention.
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AllTheContent solution is to engage the fish merchants’ customers with a regular paper magazine. A colourful, informative and
helpful pocket size A5 magazine that not only help the fish merchants build onto their existing client relationships but adds a value
to their shopping experience. The magazine will be printed six times a year, with new content and stories, to keep the readers
asking for more fun-fish-tips.
Fish of the month provides information on seasonal products with recipes that are fully tested in-house with photos captured for real
by our producers after each cooking session. The discovery and entertainment subsections include: meet the chef, travel reportage
and kids entertainment. Meet the Chef is an informative interview style section, focusing on a chef, their restaurant, favourite fish of
the region and a recipe. This section also includes wine accompaniment tips. The magazine enables the fish merchants to add-value
during their interaction with customers and provides an informative pocket-size magazine to take home.
AllTheContent is currently working with CNPEF on social media canal and to increase their web presence.
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THE MAGAZINE
ENABLES THE FISH
MERCHANTS TO ADDVALUE DURING THEIR
INTERACTION WITH
CUSTOMERS

Since 2001, AllTheContent supplies the contents that media and companies need to attract and retain their audiences, across all
topics, platforms and languages, initially under the umbrella of the ATC Future Medias group and then, since 2011, as an
independent company.
AllTheContent is a content agency with an outsourced talent pool of 1950+ professionals (writers, translators, producers) and
distributor of selected third-party content. It combines the best of the media with new technologies to provide unique added value
to websites, newspaper publishers, radio/TV broadcasters, telecom companies, IPV/OTT platforms, airline companies and video
wall services.
Contact us to discuss your requirements.
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